
 

 

 
Bruce Webb 

 
Bruce began his career for ORC in the season of 1991-92. He would go on to play First Grade 
for 20 years, until his retirement in 2011-12. Throughout this period, he would represent 
Bathurst, Mitchell and Western Zone as both a Captain and a player. But amongst his team 
and Clubmates at, it was his career for ORC for which he will be best remembered. 
 
Bruce played during the BOIDC period, which stretched between 1992-93 and 2006-07. 
During this time, ORC would win 3 BOIDC titles, going back-to-back between 1996 and 1998. 
Towards the end of the BOIDC, Bruce mentored a strong group of youthful players who 
would go onto have very strong careers in Bathurst Cricket. In 2007-08 (the return season 
after the conclusion of BOIDC), Webb scored perhaps the most important century of his 
career, 125 in the Grand Final to set up the win for ORC, Captained by Nathan Dennis. Bruce 
hit an estimated total of 11 First Grade centuries, with a highest score of 204. He also once 
scored a dominant 178, which was incredibly overshadowed by teammate Trent 
Hemsworth’s 205 in the same match. To add to this, he was long-regarded as one of the 
best fielders in the competition, as well as being a handy Off-Spinner when called upon, his 
best figures yielding 6-15 against All Saints Old Boys in 2010. 
 
His final title came in his final season, as ORC won a thrilling decider against the recently-
formed Oxford/Centennials in 2011-12. 
 
Perhaps his greatest legacy as a Cricketer was the regard with which he was, and still is, held 
by his teammates. Bruce always played the game in the right spirit and always played with 
the can-do attitude that we would come to expect. Every opposition team knew that the 
game was never in their reach while Bruce Webb remained at the crease. His attitude to 
Bowling and fielding were a perfect example for his teammates, and is a significant sign of 
his influence on the ORC Cricket Club that even now, with only a handful of players 
remaining who shared the field with him, his name still gets thrown around on the field like 
a reference to Bradman, thanks Wayne Sellers. 
 
Ladies & gentlemen, without further ado, please welcome Bruce Webb. And, could I also call 
upon Cameron Brown to say a few words? 


